Abstract-A fast way to optimize wiggly coupled microstrips to reach high directivity is proposed, which makes it easy to fabricate a multi-section high directivity wideband coupler and Schiffman wideband phase shifter using wiggly coupled microstrip.
INTRODUCTION
High isolation Directional couplers and phase shifters are important modules in microwave test system, electrically scanned array and many other RF applications. Microstrip is a usual structure for its easy fabrication and low cost. But as well known, the inhomogeneous dielectric material of coupled microstrip causes the different odd and even phase velocity, which makes directivity and isolation of coupler deteriorate quickly. Several methods have been reported to overcome or utilize the difference of the velocity [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Some can get high isolation only on one frequency point [3] [4] [5] , which is useless in wideband application. Some can ultilize the difference of the velocity to get high isolation called codirectional coupler [6] . But they can only be realized at very high frequency (e.g., millimeter-wave). An effective way to get a high isolation on wideband in microwave frequency is to use a wiggly coupled microstrip [1, 2] . Traditionally, the wiggly coupled microstrip is designed mainly based on semi-empiricism [2] , so it's not widely used for its hard to get desired goal. Though Uysal derived design equations for the optimum dimensions of the wiggly coupler [7] , the emulation of electromagnetism and physical experiment show it cannot get a satisfying result as Podell [1] .In this paper, we will give some improved optimization program to make these designs more easily and quickly. 
PRINCIPLE AND PROGRAMMING
For general coupled microstrip, the directivity of 90 degree microstrip deteriorate for different odd and even mode phase velocity, which are deviate from each other according following equations:
where c is velocity of light, ε eo and ε ee are effective dielectric constant.
For v and √ ε are inversely proportional, the key of this paper is to find a way to equalize ε eo and ε ee fast and accurately. As a classical way to compensate the phase velocity distinctly, the wiggly microstrip add the length of odd mode in zigzag path, which can be thought as decreasing the odd phase velocity.
To confirm the wiggly scope and microstrip dimension, in Uysal's paper [7] , two important equations are reported:
where d is the wiggle depth, C f o is the capacitance between the coupled microstrip, C f o is the desired capacitance. ∆l is the length of the wiggly teeth. Another equation gives the shortened microstrip length for the increasing of even-mode capacitance:
where l 2c is the exact length of the coupler, l cw is the original length, C pf is the capacitance of microstrip to ground and C f e is the inner capacitance of coupled microstrip to ground. The detailed description appears in [7] . But electromagnetism emulation software (Em of Sonnet and Momentum2005a of Agilent) and practical test show these couplers doesn't give a good isolation as Podell's. It's caused by the impedance change with the increasing of the odd and even capacitance. Because of so many variables (such as microstrip length, width, wiggly teeth, height and space between lines) to be optimized, the computation requirement will be exponential increased as the increase of the numbers of the vairables. Ordinary PC and work station cannot provide such computation ability. So an easy optimizing program is suggested to replace the slow EM optimization partly. If optimizing program calculate the impedance as even mode effective dielectric constant, better result could be got. Detailed procedure shows as follows:
1. set center frequence, board dielectric constant, thickness and metal thickness t.
2. calculate desired odd and even mode impedance, which can be got through coupling coefficient.
3. Strip thickness correction for finite thin microstrip line thickness [8] 4. calculate ordinary single microstrip quasi-static effective dielectric constant [9] .
5. calculate the effective dielectric constant with dispersion [10] 6. calculate the characteristic impedance with dispersion.
where the detailed description of Z(0), R 13 , R 14 and R 17 are reported in [10] .
7. calculate even mode effective dielectric constant of coupled microstrip ε ef f, e [11] .
8. calculate the characteristic impedance of coupled microstrip [11] .
9. set a initial coupled dimension of coupled strip width w and spacing s.
10. give a gradation optimizing grogram to find the proper w and s matching the desired odd and even mode impedance, where odd mode effective dielectric constant equals ε ef f, e calculated above.
11. load Uysal's equations to get the exact wiggly teeth length l and height d.
12. em simulation and final adjustment 
SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENT
To demonstrate the validity of the proposed method, a 10 dB coupler in 1 GHz to 2 GHz and a Schiffman wideband phase shifter (using coupler microstrip) in 1 to 2 GHz are designed and fabricated by previous program.
The first coupler uses ordinary PTFE material with relative dielectric constant 2.6, 3 mm height and 35 um metal thickness.
The results show in Fig. 4 is better than ever got by Podell [1] . The second example is a wideband phase shifter utlize the special phase response of coupled transmission line element [12] . The difficulty for the coupled microstrip is also the different phase velocity causing the poor return loss [13] . Though it's reported wiggly microstrip doesn't give great improvement on return loss [13] , the grogram given above offers a chance to change the condition.
CONCLUSION
The improvement of wiggly coupled microstrip makes it possible for the design of high directivity and good return loss. It is almost impossible to optimize the wiggly coupled microstrip for so many variables to be modified such as w, l, s, d, etc. The wiggly microstrip transmission line model offers a fast and accurate way to get the dimensions for actual purpose.
